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More affordable than Competition Flexibility to make payments in full or spread within 5 months Professional cross-training staff on many MRED issues allows for the first resolution of the call All our calls answered live with 80% of all calls answered within 20 seconds or less, so you never have to leave a message and wait for a response
One of the most important services member of the Chicago Association OF REALTORS (r) has to offer its members access to the multiple listing service. Midwest Real Estate Data (MRED) is an mls of choice. MRED, where you will refer to ConnectMLS, and agent metrics. Information about each of these programs will be found on the
MRED website. To access MRED, you'll need your C.A.R. ID number and password. Your password is your last name, but once you log in for the first time, you can change your password. If you are new to MRED and use MLS services, be sure to sign up for FREE MRED Training Classes. These classes offer you the best opportunity to
get to know the most important tools you will use in your new business. Online follow-up courses are also offered to help improve what you learn in the classrooms and make sure you understand the policies and procedures of using the system. Find out more about MRED here. One of the largest multi-listing services in the country,
Midwest Real Estate Data LLC, has signed a multi-year renewal agreement with dynaConnections Corp. for its highly rated connectMLS platform. MRED has almost 40,000 subscribers. Lisle, Illinois-based MLS has been a dynaConnections client since 2003, back when MRED had several listing services for Northern Illinois (MLSNI). At
the time, dynaConnections was a 2-year-old Austin, Texas-based startup founded by former realtor and current CEO Tim Ford. MRED employees and members share our continued commitment to innovation and accept our commitment to surpass what the real estate industry expects from the MLS solution provider. We look forward to
seeing what new achievements we can achieve together, Ford said in a statement. In June, MRED announced that in partnership with dynaConnections, it has pledged to make connectMLS more mobile friendly, starting with incorporating adaptive design into online real estate portals that its members share with customers. MRED is
ConnectMLS's largest user, serving more than 48,000 realtors, according to the company. ConnectMLS received the highest ratings from users in satisfaction surveys conducted last year by consulting firms Clareity Consulting and WAV Group. Our mission is to provide the very best of MLS to our customers, said Jeff Gregory, chairman
of THEED, in a statement. We have succeeded largely thanks to dynaConnections, whose employees tirelessly deliver the MLS solution, which is unsurpassed in the industry. Their service and the responsiveness towards our staff is first class. Russ Bergeron Russ Bergeron, former former President and CEO, resigned from MLS in June.
MRED has retained the executive search firm Of Leonard Pfeiffer and Co. to search for his replacement. MRED declined to comment further on the matter. LISLE, Ill., Dec. 04, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Midwest Real Estate Data (MRED) has announced the addition of voice assistant capabilities to its multi-listing services (MLS)
offerings. The new connectMLS feature allows MRED subscribers to ask Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant to tell them about key business information such as their lists status, customer messages, and market statistics. Equipping real estate professionals with on-the-go access information is the next step in MLS innovation, said MRED
President/CEO Rebecca Jensen. Whether it's in the car on the way to meeting customers or on their smart speaker at home, connectMLS is there to help our subscribers provide a higher level of service. MRED subscribers can easily use the new connectMLS voice assistant feature by saying: Alexa, open connectMLS or hey, Google, talk
to connectMLS. Real estate professionals will be asked to use their MLS credentials at the time of their first entry and random logins afterwards to securely access the information available. The MLS voice assistant function is the result of MRED's partnership with Voiceter Pro, a leading provider of voice applications for the real estate
industry. MRED shows that this forward-thinking organization is at the cutting edge of technology, bringing tomorrow's tools to its subscribers today, said Voiceter Pro CEO Miguel Berger. The MLS Voice Assistant function is an important part of the future of real estate practice. Voice assistant connectMLS is one of the many recent MRED
innovations aimed at continuously improving the MLS experience and usability. Only in 2019, MRED added Remine Proas to the included subscriber perks, introduced innovative real estate team functions and launched artificial intelligence capabilities. About MREDMidwest Real Estate Data (MRED) is a real estate data aggregator and
distributor providing Chicagoland Multiple Listing Services (MLS) to more than 45,000 brokers and appraisers and over 7,300 offices. MRED serves Chicago and adjacent collar counties and provides property information covering northern Illinois, southern Wisconsin, and northwestern Indiana. According to the WAV Group MLS
technology survey, MRED supplies its customers with numerous products and services, including connectMLS, the highest-rated MLS system in the country for two consecutive years. MRED was a finalist for the 2019 Inman Innovator Award for Most Innovative MLS, Association, or Industry Organization. For 10 consecutive years, MRED
Help has been identified as one of the best small contact centers in North America, including the #1's ranking benchmarkPortal. MRED is a proud member of MLS Grid and supports the Broker's Public Portal. For more Please visit MREDLLC.com.About Voiceter ProVoiceter Pro, Inc., based in Albany, New York, is a leading provider of
voice applications for the real estate industry. The company provides multiple listing services, brokers and associations with the tools needed to reach its audience through the Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant platforms. Voiceter Pro is Amazon's voice solution provider Alexa Preferred and a provider of CoreLogic Alliance Network
solutions. Find out more at www.voiceterpro.com.Attachment -- MRED-Voice-AssistantJeremy Sharp Midwest Real Estate Data LLC 630-799-1402 jeremy.sharp@mredllc.com MRED subscribers can now ask Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant to tell them about key business information such as their lists status, customer messages and
market statistics. LISLE, Ill., Dec. 04, 2019 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- Midwest Real Estate Data (MRED) has announced the addition of voice assistant capabilities to its multi-listing services (MLS) offerings. The new connectMLS feature allows MRED subscribers to ask Amazon Alexa or Google Assistant to let them know about key
business information such as the status of their lists, customer messages, and market statistics. Equipment by real estate professionals with a high-profile ability to access information on the go is the next step in MLS innovation, said MRED President/CEO Rebecca Jensen. Whether it's in the car on the way to meeting customers or on
their smart speaker at home, connectMLS is there to help our subscribers provide a higher level of service. MRED subscribers can easily use the new connectMLS voice assistant feature by saying: Alexa, open connectMLS or hey, Google, talk to connectMLS. Real estate professionals will be asked to use their MLS credentials at the time
of their first entry and random logins afterwards to securely access the information available. The MLS voice assistant function is the result of MRED's partnership with Voiceter Pro, a leading provider of voice applications for the real estate industry. MRED shows that this forward-thinking organization is at the cutting edge of technology,
bringing tomorrow's tools to its subscribers today, said Voiceter Pro CEO Miguel Berger. The MLS Voice Assistant function is an important part of the future of real estate practice. Voice assistant connectMLS is one of the many recent MRED innovations aimed at continuously improving the MLS experience and usability. Only in 2019,
MRED added Remine Pro as a perks for subscribers, introduced innovative real estate team features and launched artificial intelligence capabilities. ABOUT MRED Midwest Real Estate Data (MRED) is a real estate data aggregator and distributor providing Chicago-based Multiple Listing Service (MLS) to more than 45,000 brokers and
appraisers and more than 7,300 offices. MRED serves and the surrounding collared counties and provides property information covering northern Illinois, southern Wisconsin, and Indiana. According to the WAV Group MLS technology survey, MRED supplies its customers with numerous products and services, including connectMLS, the
highest-rated MLS system in the country for two consecutive years. MRED was a finalist for the 2019 Inman Innovator Award for Most Innovative MLS, Association, or Industry Organization. For 10 consecutive years, MRED Help has been identified as one of the best small contact centers in North America, including a ranking of #1 in
2019 from BenchmarkPortal. MRED is a proud member of MLS Grid and supports the Broker's Public Portal. For more information, please visit MREDLLC.com. Voiceter Pro Voiceter Pro, Inc., based in Albany, New York, is a leading provider of voice applications for the real estate industry. The company provides multiple listing services,
brokers and associations with the tools needed to reach its audience through the Amazon Alexa and Google Assistant platforms. Voiceter Pro is Amazon's voice solution provider Alexa Preferred and a provider of CoreLogic Alliance Network solutions. Find out more on www.voiceterpro.com. Jeremy Sharp Midwest Real Estate Data LLC
630-799-1402 jeremy.sharp@mredllc.com jeremy.sharp@mredllc.com
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